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Welcome to the Intercultural Center
(The IC)!
What is the IC?
The IC is a new space on campus (Carson Hall 412)
that provides resources and programs that
empower systemically minoritized groups across
multiple intersecting identities that include race,
ethnicity, nationality, gender identity/expression,
sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, religion,
spirituality, ability, and age.

Why was the IC Created?

IC Hours
The IC is open Monday
through Friday from 9am to
7pm (unless otherwise noted)
RSOs can reserve the space
after 5pm
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The Intercultural Center is dedicated to providing a
welcoming, educational, and social-justice oriented
environment for students across marginalized
groups.
It
was
created
for
Marymount's
marginalized student body to have a space to get to
know each other and acts as a way to connect
students of various backgrounds.

How do you engage or get involved?
Our space serves multiple purposes as a missiondriven community space. It acts as a space for any
identity-based club to reserve for meetings or
events. We also offer a variety of programs and
resources listed below that you can sign up for. But
most importantly - the IC is a place where folx can
just be.
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What Happens in the IC?
The IC is a place for students of various identities to
have space at MMC. This is done through
collaboration and partnerships with Identity-Based
RSO's, support services, and academic departments at
the College. The Center itself is also home to
programs and initiatives in the areas of Leadership
and Mentorship Development, Knowledge Sharing
and Intentional Growth, and Amplifying and
Recognizing in the Community.

Leadership and Mentorship Development

Cultural Peer Mentor Program

Cultural Peer Mentors (CPMs) are student
leaders who help new international students
become acclimated to Marymount
Manhattan College and to the larger New
York City community. They are role
models, advisors, and friends, but most of
all, they are students themselves who care
about helping their classmates from abroad
integrate seamlessly into college life.

Social Justice Ambassador Program

The Social Justice Ambassador Program (SJAP)
aims to assess the ways societal structures
perpetuate privilege and oppression through
institutions and individuals. The program meets
weekly during the Fall and consists of group
discussions, interactive activities, and reflections.
Title ambassadors
At the end of the program,
presented in groups at a Social Justice Talkback
explaining what they have learned from the
program.

First-Gen at MMC
First-Generation students make up
approximately 38% of the incoming class
at MMC. For this reason, the IC provides
support through mentorship programs
and numerous workshops and events.
The first week of November marked the
First-Gen Student Week! Check the
Engage calendar for upcoming events for
all MMC first-gen students!

Access First Gen resources here!
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Amplifying and Recognizing
in the Community

Knowledge Sharing and
Intentional Growth
As the IC is a student-centered and studentgrown space, we also want to pour back into
the members of the community who are

The IC offers a number of leadership
training sessions and workshops
geared to help students find their path

working diligently to share the stories and

through our full range of programs and

experiences of folx of various identities. We

opportunities to realize their full

do this through our MMC Mosaics Blog,

leadership potential.

spotlights in The Beat newsletter, and various
recognition events and opportunities
throughout the year.

Calling All Artists, Poets, and
Creatives!!
The Intercultural Center is working to

These programs include:
Diversity Zone
Safe Zone Training
Ability Zone Training
Diversity 101 Workshop

launch “MMC Mosaics". The blog's

Inclusivity and Microaggressions

purpose is to provide a safe communal

Identifying Intersectionality

online platform for students to submit all

Pronouns in Practice Workshop

forms of art with a short description
explaining the background behind their
pieces. Any student from any year or major
is able to submit their art so don't hesitate!

Submit today:
CLICK TO SUBMIT
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In the IC So Far This Semester...

October

September
15 -

A Masterclass with
Dascha Polanco

18 - LGBTQ+ History Bingo

On September 15, the IC kicked off Latinx
Heritage Month by hosting a virtual
masterclass with SAG award-winning actress
Dascha Polanco. The masterclass focused on
the challenges and experiences of being
Latinx in Hollywood. Polanco detailed her
personal experience and offered
valuable advice
for any Latinx
person working
towards that
same goal.

22 - BLSA Kickback
MMC's Black and Latinx Student
Association (BLSA) held their first kickback
in the Commons a part of Homecoming
with free food, music, and a welcoming
environment for all students.
The club also hosts their general meetings
every other Wednesday in the IC from 67pm.

On October 18, MMC's Intercultural
Center hosted an LGBTQ+ bingo
event with historical trivia and
competition. The two winners,
Daniela Garduno '22 and Madyson
Wong '25 agreed to split the $50
dining dollar prize evenly.

25 - APIDA In Good Taste

On October 25, MMC's Asian Pacific
Islander Desi Association (APIDA) held
their event "In Good Taste- Filipino
American History Month" where they
provided samples of several traditional
meals and created a space where Asian,
Pacific Islander, and Desi students
could
meet
and
connect

with
each
other.

IC's Opening Ceremony
On September 20, the Intercultural Center held its
opening ceremony. The opening remarks, led by
Assistant Dean and Director of Student Development
and Activities, Dayne Hutchinson, and Associate Vice
President for Student Success and Engagement and
Dean of Students, Emmalyn Yamrick, set the
foundation for the future of the IC, a place of inclusion
and safety for the entire student body. The IC also had
the pleasure of hearing a poem by senior Jaqueline
Leon, featured below.
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Student Highlight:
Jacqueline Leon '22
MMC Senior Jacqueline Leon '22
delivered a beautiful and emotional
poem in honor of the Intercultural
Center's opening ceremony. Jackie’s
work is featured in our first
Newsletter issue so the entire MMC
community can experience her art!

"You Belong: New Beginnings" - Jacqueline Leon
You know when you look at a familiar face,

I know our ancestors are cheering us on,

Or grab a bite to eat

I know they would if we were getting it all wrong,

for a familiar taste,

Because look at us living, we’re so strong

Or listen to a song for a familiar sound,

Life is forgiving, regretting, short, long

That makes you feel alive
Though your heart doesn't pound.
You know how there’s comfort in what you know
You know how there’s pain in what you don’t
How you feel ashamed, you were born alone
But you’d feel the same, in a crowd far from home.
I don’t know who needs to hear,
I don’t know who need to know,
But you belong right where you are
You belong, you spark hope.

It’s the unfamiliar faces,
Unfamiliar tastes
Unfamiliar sounds,
In an unfamiliar place,
It’s challenges
Or
Dreams yet to chase
It’s the moments when we conquer
That we can’t replace.
You were born on this planet, it’s yours, you
belong,
Look at you,
Love, you’re so strong.
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What's Next in the IC?
If there's a student organization you're interested in, check the Engage calendar
for upcoming meetings to attend in our space.

N O V E M B E R
Click the link to any event to
register on MMC Engage!

4-

International Student
Check-In
6 - 7 pm

10 -

First Gen Week:
Marvel's Eternals Premiere

6 - 7 pm

11 -

Marymount Christian

16 -

8-

Social Justice
Ambassador Talkback
11 - 12:30 pm

First Gen Week:
Celebration Lunch
1 - 2 pm

First Gen Week:
Faculty and Staff Chat
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2 - 5 pm

Fall Gratitude
Potluck
12 - 1:30 pm

First Gen Week:
Breakfast & Self-Care
9 - 10:30 am

First Gen Week:
Alumni Panel
6 - 7:30 pm

7 - Fellowship Bible Study
6:30 - 7:30 pm

12 - 1 pm

BLSA General Meeting

5-

5:30 - 10 pm

First Gen Week:
FAFSA Conversation

17 -

Study Abroad
Info Session
12 - 1 pm

19 -

Ice Cream Around the
World
2 - 3:30 pm

20 - Diversity Funtion:

Freaknik (The Throne)
7 - 10 pm
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Additional Resources

The Intercultural Center's library
contains a collection of books
available to students during their
visit to the IC including books on
race and racism, activism, and
advocacy work. Have a specific
book you think should be part of
our library? Suggest it to our staff
and we'll add it to the shelf!

Campus Ministry

The Intercultural Center offers the
Campus Ministry prayer room all
students can use for private prayer,
meditation, and/or reflection any
time that the Intercultural Center is
open. We also host meetings and
events for all religious clubs at MMC
and provide a space for events such as
Sukkot, Diwali, and Ash Wednesday.
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Movements,
Protests, and Civil
Resistance

The IC also provides resources on
safely protesting including
workshops on grassroots
organizing and safety-protest kits
with first-aid supplies, goggles,
and more. Make sure to check our
newsletter every month for
upcoming workshops.

Anti-Racism, Social Justice,
and Wellness Resources
The Office of Equity, Diversity,
and Inclusion at MMC has
provided this list of educational
resources for anti-racism learning
as well as wellness tools for BIPOC
communities such as Black Girls
Smile and the Audre Lorde Project
among several others.
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The Intercultural Center joins in celebrating Native American
Heritage Month with a number of activities!

Transgender Day of Remembrance
This year, Transgender Day of Remembrance
falls on Saturday, November 20. The day
honors the lives of trans people around the
world that were lost due to anti-transgender
violence. The IC will be offering virtual ways to
honor and pay tribute to the lives lost through
photos and virtual candles and notes. We also
offer room for members of the community
who may want to share words or perform
spoken word to participate in our virtual
tribute. We welcome submissions via email to
interculturalcenter@mmm.edu
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